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FIRST PERMANENT LNG STATION IN LITHUANIA

- Location: Viečiūnai (close to Druskininkai, Belarussian and Polish boarders)
- Capacity: 60 tones of LNG, Supply: minimum 250 m³/h (extreme conditions)
„SG Dujos“ FILMAS
SG DUJOS, WHO WE ARE?

- Pioneers and leaders of CNG, among first ones with LNG in Lithuania
FIRST AND ONLY RESEARCH CENTER OF CLEANER FUELS

- Development of cleaner, more efficient and sustainable transport and energy production, transmission and storage solutions
- Current focus: production and use of hydrogen enriched natural gas - H2NG (hydrometane)
Key partners of Kingas project: Vilnius Gediminas Technical University and Scania
SG DUJOS – TEAM PLAYER ON INTERNATIONAL MAP

JOINING LNG BLUE CORRIDORS
FIRST LNG STATION IN LITHUANIA FOR TRANSPORT?

- Status: under development
- Expected opening: first half of 2020
WHAT’S NEXT?

- Opening of 1st and 2nd LNG station for transport in Lithuania
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